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Love Gel Manicures? Meet
YouVeeShield!
OCTOBER 13, 2016 BY BEEB — 5 COMMENTS

This is a partnered post.

I got my first-ever gel manicure this summer! Being a writer, I rarely paint my fingernails

anymore because any manicure gets chewed up in 10 minutes of typing. So when I heard that

the miracles of modern technology had created a longer-lasting, more chip-resistant

manicure, I was all over it. When I went in to get my nails done, I noticed the little UV light that

my hands went under looked like a tanning bed for the hands, and apparently I’m not the only
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person who has thought this: There has been recent concern among fashionistas about the UV

exposure for regular gel polish users, as reported by NPR two years ago. That’s why I was

fascinated to learn about YouVeeShield.

YouVeeShield is the creation of Renee Albera, a gel polish fan who was dismayed to discover

sun spots appearing on her hands. Determined to come up with something she could wear

while getting gel manicures, she created a pair of “gloves” that block 99.96% of UV Light with a

UPF rating of 50+. These disposable shields are sold in a packs of 10 to 20, designed to be

worn at the salon during your manicure and then discarded. (And if you own a salon, you can

buy them in bulk for your customers, too!) Learn more in this segment from The Today Show:

YouVeeShield on NBC's Today Show!

I absolutely love this concept because I am so strict about sun care. I’m the girl who is always

carefully covering myself in sunscreen, and guess what – it’s definitely helped protect my skin

a lot as I age! I feel like my hands are already pretty rough looking to begin with, so the last

thing I want to do is start baking them under UV rays. Thanks to YouVeeShield, us sunscreen-

loving fashionistas can further protect our hands!
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Emoji Movie Cookies Using Foodstirs

So, my daughter Zoe loves baking and she loves working with Foodstirs.

Sarah Michelle Gellar’s company Foodstirs created baking mixes that are

organic and it’s wonderful. They are easy to make and come out looking

great. This time they sent us an Emoji movie themed set. Or at least that’s

what they asked us to […]

About Beeb

Beeb is a British journalist living on the north Oregon coast. Blogging since 2008, she

covers everything from coupons to contests in addition to running a network

connecting UK bloggers with brands. In her free time, she loves to drink coffee, watch reality TV, and

spend time with her fiancé, Jai. Join her on Google+: https://plus.google.com/u/0/+BeebAshcroft/
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I have never gotten a gel manicure as of yet. I think YouVeeShield is a fantastic idea and
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super protection from UV Light.
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Julie Wood says
OCTOBER 14, 2016 AT 5:47 AM

This is a really great product to use when getting gel manicures and protecting the hands is

so important!
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Rosie says
OCTOBER 14, 2016 AT 11:47 AM

I’ve never had a manicure – this gel manicure looks very pretty, and I’m glad they have

found a way to protect better from the UV exposure! I never knew about that.
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shelly peterson says
OCTOBER 14, 2016 AT 1:41 PM

I have never had gel nails but I have seen the UV lights used. Its great they have created

the YouVeeShield to protect your hands.
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vickie couturier says
OCTOBER 18, 2016 AT 7:03 AM

ive never had a gel manicure before looks and sounds nice
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Shark Week Cupcakes

Chicken Bread Pudding Recipe
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Fiesta Fudge Cookies Recipe

› Wine and Jelly Bean Pairings & A

Frozen Rosé Recipe

› Grilling with Weber Baby Back Ribs

Recipe & Giveaway

› Pear Quinoa Muffins With Truvia Baking

Blend

More Recipes
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Scenes From The Dark Tower
Movie In Theaters August 4th

The Dark Tower is a huge book series from

Stephen King and condensed into one …

[Read More...]
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